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Abstract— Supply chain cyber security refers to efforts to enhance cyber security within the supply chain. It is a subset of
supply chain security and is focused on the management of cyber security requirements for information technology systems,
software and networks, which are driven by threats such as cyber-terrorism, malware, data theft and the advanced persistent
threat (APT). Typical supply chain cyber security activities for minimizing risks include buying only from trusted vendors,
disconnecting critical machines from outside networks, and educating users on the threats and protective measures they can
take.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Cybersecurity means network and data protection. We think of intrusion detection, firewalls, secure network design, secure and
trained workforce, social engineering, and other security activities. Many networks have been compromised by components
with security flaws built into embedded software code. These flaws can be difficult to detect since they are usually masked by
the proper functioning of the device. Managing the supply chain is an important part of your cybersecurity program. Preventing
compromised components from entering your portal will improve security and can also increase reliability. Understanding the
supply chain is especially important for providing the services because the extended and global nature of these supply chains
make them vulnerable and reliable for services.
A. Supply Chain Security Management [2]
Supply Chain Security Management (SCSM) is a relatively new research discipline, thus introductory papers are scarce. The
recent concerns on security are driving the introduction of new security initiatives forward to an extent that they are becoming
an integral part of supply chain management. It presents the current state of SCSM initiatives, and discusses their managerial
implications, highlighting the importance of interplay between various business and governmental parties
B. Elements of the Supply Chain [9]

Fig. 1: Supply Chain
A simple supply chain is made up of several elements that are linked by the movement of products along it.
The supply chain starts and ends with the customer.
 Customer: The customer starts the chain of events when they decide to purchase a product that has been offered for sale
by a company. The customer contacts the sales department of the company, which enters the sales order for a specific
quantity to be delivered on a specific date. If the product has to be manufactured, the sales order will include a requirement
that needs to be fulfilled by the production facility.
 Planning: The requirement triggered by the customer’s sales order will be combined with other orders. The planning
department will create a production plan to produce the products to fulfill the customer’s orders. To manufacture the
products the company will then have to purchase the raw materials needed.
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Purchasing: The purchasing department receives a list of raw materials and services required by the production department
to complete the customer’s orders. The purchasing department sends purchase orders to selected suppliers to deliver the
necessary raw materials to the manufacturing site on the required date.
Inventory: The raw materials are received from the suppliers, checked for quality and accuracy and moved into the
warehouse. The supplier will then send an invoice to the company for the items they delivered. The raw materials are stored
until they are required by the production department.
Production: Based on a production plan, the raw materials are moved inventory to the production area. The finished
products ordered by the customer are manufactured using the raw materials purchased from suppliers. After the items have
been completed and tested, they are stored back in the warehouse prior to delivery to the customer.
Transportation: When the finished product arrives in the warehouse, the shipping department determines the most efficient
method to ship the products so that they are delivered on or before the date specified by the customer. When the goods are
received by the customer, the company will send an invoice for the delivered products.

C. Relation between Chain and Network [1]
The term supply chain management is used to represent a variety of different meanings, some related to management processes,
others to structural organization of businesses. That identifies and discusses various definitions of supply chain management,
summarizes the associated bodies of knowledge and connects them using a systems approach. Systems levels of supply chain
management are identified as the internal supply chain, the dyadic relationship, the external supply chain and the inter-business
network.
D. Why Supply Chain Management is needed? [3]
The method used consists of the identification, selection, analysis and synthesis of existing research on the subject and aims to
ensure that the review is transparent, auditable and replicable. to contribute to the improvement of knowledge about the
relationship between supply chains and the innovation process in the online catering management.The analysis o allowed the
identification and the innovation process, as well as approaches applicable to supply chains to drive the service process. From
these analyses, a model synthesising the main practices identified for improving service performance is presented.
E. Cyber Supply Change:[7]
Cyber supply chain risk management (CSCRM) is a new discipline designed to help IT executives address the challenges of
the rapid globalization and outsourced diffusion of hardware and software systems. CSCRM is an integrative discipline
combining elements of cybersecurity, supply chain management, and enterprise risk management into a new and powerful
concept to exert strategic control over the end-to-end processes of the focal organization and its extended enterprise partners.
F. Supply Chain Risk:[6]
The supply chains are more susceptible to vulnerability due to the increasing occurrence of internal and external risk events. In
addition, the trend associated with lean management, which involves reducing inventory, leads to more dependency of supply
chain partners on each other which exacerbates risk exposure of companies in the supply chain. This creates the need for more
Sanalysis and optimisation techniques is proposed to quantify and mitigate supply chain risks.
II. CONCLUSION
In this survey, supply chain and its risk have been observed in cybersecurity are discussed above. In this paper we have focus
on the supply chain and cybersecurity.
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